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This	article	is	the	product	of	teaching	a	studio	in	the	Undergraduate	Program	in
Architecture	at	Yale	University	with	Prof.	Kent	C.	Bloomer	in	the	fall	of	1984.	
Blessed	with	a	corps	of	wonderfully	talented	students,	some	of	whose	work	is
illustrated	in	the	article,	Prof.	Bloomer	and	I	were	able	to	apply	the	lessons	of
the	Grammar	of	Ornament	(1856)	by	Owen	Jones	through	a	series	of	studio
exercises.		Theory	was	explored	in	practice,	and	proposition	became	example	in
the	course	of	the	semester’s	work.		The	implications	of	field	theory	and	its
material	presence	in	design	and	architecture	were	applied	to	a	design	sequence
that	resulted	in	the	creation	of	an	interior	that	fulfilled	the	studio	requirements
with	a	full	understanding	of	the	history	of	ornament	from	the	ancient	worlds	to
the	post-Modern	era.
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Susan	Sutton	“Ornament:	The	Burning	Bush,”	gouache,	11″	x	14″,	1984,	School	of	Architecture,	Yale
University.	©	Yale	University.
	
	
	
“At	the	end	of	our	present-day	period,	there	might	well	develop	a	whole	new
ornamentation.”
KANDINSKY,	1910	[1]
	
In	1975	when	I	began	work	on	The	Grammar	of	Ornament	I	was	perplexed
by	the	format	and	intention	of	the	folio.	It	was	only	when	I	studied	Jones’
original	designs	in	the	Victoria	and	Albert	Museum	that	I	could	finally	make
sense	of	the	snippets,	or	repeats,	of	ornament	in	the	Grammar.	Rather
than	represent	the	essence	of	my	doctoral	thesis	in	this	article,	I	would	like	to
pass	on	to	the	student	advice	for	using	the	Grammar	in	a	studio	context,
advice	based	upon	my	experience	teaching	ornament	in	the	architectural	studios
at	Yale	University	with	Professor	Kent	Bloomer.
While	this	is	not	a	general	article	about	ornament,	some	comments	about
the	nature	and	function	of	ornament	should	be	made.	The	most	important	insight
about	ornament	that	I	have	had	is	the	quintessential	fact	that	ornament	is	part	of
the	structure	of	human	languages.	“First,	there	is	mere	gesticulation;	then
rosaries	or	wampum;	then	picture	language;	then	hieroglyphics;	and	finally
alphabetic	letters.	These	all	consist	of	a	translation	of	man	into	nature,	of	a
substitution,	of	the	visible	for	the	audible.”	So	writes	the	poet-philosopher
Samuel	Taylor	Coleridge	in	his	essay	“On	Poesy	or	Art”	[2]	which	asserts	that,	in
communication,	memory	plays	the	most	important	of	roles.	But	ornament	is
more	than	simple	communication.	Since	ornament	is	a	part	of	the	structure	of
human	languages,	it	is	possible	to	assert	that	the	meaning	can	never	be	known
completely	any	more	than	the	words	of	a	poem	can	reveal	the	content	of	the
verse.	Where	meaning	ends	for	the	viewer,	mystery	takes	over	and	memory
yields	to	the	active	imagination	as	essential	to	the	communicative	experience.
An	analogy	for	this	assertion	can	also	be	found	in	Coleridge’s	“Poetry	and
Religion:”
“Both	poetry	and	religion	throw	the	object	of	deepest	interest	to	a	distance	from
us,	and	thereby	not	only	aid	our	imagination,	but	in	a	most	important	manner
observe	the	interest	of	our	virtues;	for	that	man	is	indeed	a	slave,	who	is	a	slave
of	his	own	senses,	and	whose	mind	and	imagination	cannot	carry	him	beyond	the
distance	which	his	hand	can	touch,	or	even	his	eye	can	reach.”	[3]

Kresten	Jespersen,	“Ornament,”	gouache,	11″	x	14″,	1984,	©	Architectonic	Images.
Ornament	thus	relates	to	both	poetry	and	religion,	and	in	its	function	as	a	human
language,	to	that	which	exists	beyond	itself	and	which	needs	the	imagination	to
bridge	the	gap	between	immateriality	and	ultimate	meaning.	Since	ornament	is	a
part	of	the	language	system,	it	has	the	function	of	symbol	in	pointing	beyond
itself	to	its	meaning.	Thus	ornament	from	prehistoric	times	to	the	opening	of	the
twentieth	century	was	essentially	transcendent	in	nature,	symbolic	in	function,
holistic	with	respect	to	memory	an	imagination,	and	containing	the	deepest
knowledge	of	man’s	place	in	nature,	the	cosmos	and	the	mundus
imaginalis	(or	intermediary	between	this	world	and	heaven).	The	damage
done	by	the	Modern	Movement	to	ornament	constitutes	the	destruction	of	an
essential	human	language	parallel	to	the	burning	of	all	books	in	ancient	China.
Marc	Turkel,
“Ornament,”
11″	x	14″,	gouache
and	gold	paint,
School	of
Architecture,	Yale
University.	©	Yale
University.
To	return	to	the	Grammar,	let	me	first	analyze	for	the	studio	setting	what	kinds
of	ornament	Jones	uses	in	his	approximately	2300	examples.	The	greatest
number	of	ornaments	by	far	are	the	more	than	900	examples	of	flowers	with	and
without	foliage.	Still	within	the	realm	of	nature,	the	subject	of		the	20th	and	final
chapter,	are	the	252	examples	of		pure	foliage	and	the	143	examples	of	animals.
More	abstract	and	closer	to	the	world	of	geometry	are	the	176	examples	of	frets
and	interlace	not	including	the	continuous	stem,	the	375		examples	of	the	crucial
diaper	or	lattice,	64	examples	of	the	chevron,	and	94	examples	of	the	rosette.
This	break	down	of	the	topography	of	ornaments	in	the	Grammar	accounts	for
all,	but	about	300	examples	which	I	have	not	been	able	to	classify.		This
topography	does	not	include	all	the	usual	or	“universal”	ornaments,	but	most	of
the	19	styles	of	ornament	illustrated	in	the	Grammar	illustrate	some	examples	of
each	type.	A	breakdown	of	the	types	of	flowers	would	yield	the	universal	lotus
and	fleur-de-lys	ornaments,	as	well	as	flowers	arranged	by	the	continuous	stem
ornament.	Over	half	the	examples	of	the	Grammar	are	therefore	devoted	to
nature	and	are	organic.	The	key	to	the	Grammar’s	design	methodology	is	the
diaper	ornament,	as	this	Egyptian	ornament	is	the	foundation	for	the	decorative
purpose	of	the	ornamental	theory	outlined	in	the	“Propositions”	of	the	Preface.
Liz	Manicatide,
“Ornament,”
gouache,	1984,
School	of
Architecture,	Yale
University.
©	Yale	University.
In	the	Grammar	there	are	usually	two	different	kinds	of	ornament	illustrated:	the
repeat	and	the	border,	and	I	will	treat	each	of	these	two	types	separately.	The
repeat,	to	begin	with,	is	meant	to	be	distributed	over	the	“field”	by	means	of
diapers,	grids,	lattices	or	tilings,	the	choice	of	the	term	depending	on	whether
one	is	an	ornamentalist,	physicist	or	mathematician.	In	their	article,	“Wallpaper
and	Atoms,”	M.J.	Buerger	and	J.S.	Lukesh	pointed	out	that	there	are	only	five
kinds	of	diaper,	[4]	and	subsequent	mathematical	research	by	B.	Grumbaum	and
G.	C.	Shephard	in	their	Tilings	and	Patterns	finds	only	three	regular	tilings:	the
equilateral	triangle	diaper,	the	hexagonal	diaper	and	the	square	diaper.	[5]	The
repeat	is	distributed	in	the	field	by	these	basic	forms	of	diaper.	The	ornament	as
distributed	by	the	diaper	thus	makes	up	the	essential	characteristics	of	the	field.
This	condition	forms	only	the	most	basic	of	possibilities.	In	his	essay	on
“Moresque	Ornament,”	Jones,	one	of	the	acknowledged	great	mathematicians	of
his	day,	illustrates	(on	page	73)	overlapping	grids	which	form	the	basis	for
interlace	ornament.	This	multiplication	by	over	lay	of	the	diapers	creates	far
more	complex		conditions	for	the	distribution	of	the	ornament	in	the	field,	and,
in	fact,	generates	an	infinite	number	of	possibilities.	More	complex	possibilities
arise	with	what	Matila	Ghyka	calls	in	The	Geometry	of	Art	and	Life	the	“regular
partitions	of	the	plane”	which	are	combinations	of	squares	with	triangles,
hexagons	with	triangles,	hexagons	with	squares	and	triangles	or	multi-faceted
polygons	with	squares	and	triangles	in	“semi-regular	partitions	of	the	plane.”	[6]
Johannes		Kepler,	the	17-century	astronomer,	illustrated	many
further	possibilities	in	his	Harmonice	Mundi,	II,	of	1619,	as	Grunbaum	and
Shephard	point	out.	[7]	It	is	quite	possible	to	get	lost	in	the	maze	of	mathematical
possibilities,	but	the	opportunities	for	the	designer	are	enhanced	by	a	basic
knowledge	of	the	mathematics.	In	addition	to	the	overlapping	diapers	of	Jones,
which	are	a	fruitful	avenue	for	distributing	the	repeat	in	the	field,	I	might	add	the
tartan	grids	which	fascinated	Frank	Furness.
For	most	of	the	repeats	of	the	Grammar,	one	of	the	five	basic	diaper	grids	is
sufficient	for	its	distribution	over	the	field.	It	should	be	pointed	out	here	that	this
kind	of	design	differs	significantly	from	figure	ground	ornament.	In	the	first
volume	of	the	influential	Journal	of	Design	and	Manufacture	(1849),	a	position
paper	makes	this	distinction	clear:
Ornament	is	applied	to	large	surfaces	in	two	modes:	it	is	either	gathered
into	groups	with	the	light	and	the	dark,	form	and	colour,	contrasting
strongly	with	the	ground,	on	which	the	groups	distributed,	and	which
may	be	called	the	individual	or	contracted	manner,	or	it	is	spread	equally
over	the	whole	surface,	the	forms	of	the	ornament	nearly	covering	the
ground,	and	the	contrasts	subdued	and	simple,	which	we	may	call	the
dividual	or	distributive	manner	…	it	must	at	once	be	apparent	that	the
general	equality	and	suppressed	effect	of	the	distributive	manner	is	in
accordance	with	that	secondary	nature	of	ornament	which	we	have	been
advocating.	[8]
Kresten	Jespersen,
“Pavillion	Interior:
For	Lethaby,”
gouache,	gold,
bronze,	and	silver
paint,	ll”	x	14″,
1984.
©	Architectonic
Images.
What	Jones	and	the	reformers	of	ornament	advocate	is	ornament	distributed	in
the	field	wherein	the	strong	edges	of	exchange	between	figure	and	ground	are
suppressed	in	favor	of	a	more	coequal	relationship	between	the	ornament	and	the
field.	The	kind	of	emblematic	ornament	of	A.	W.	N.	Pugin	and	the	Gothic
Revivalists	such	as	William	Butterfield	and		G.E.	Street	is	abandoned	for	a	more
purely	sensationalist	and	aesthetic	ornamentation	which	interweaves	the	color
effects	of	the	ornament	with	those	of	the	field	to	create	a	neutralizing	“bloom”	at
	a	distance.	[9]	While	I	disagree	with	the	reformers	of	ornament	in	the	19th
century	who	tried	to	make	ornament	“secondary”	to	“bloom”	which	Jones	favors
in	his	theoretical	“propositions”	is	in	perfect	harmony	with	the	best	of	Islamic
ornament,	especially	with	Jones’	favorite	Alhambra.
Susan	Sutton,
“Pavillion	Interior,”
gouache,	1984,
School	of
Architecture,	Yale
University.	©	Yale
University.
Thus	far	in	the	article	I	have	discussed	the	repeat	and	its	distribution	in	the	field.
I	have	not	meant	to	suggest	that	the	field	is	infinite	in	its	expansion.	Indeed,	the
field	needs	to	be	contained,	to	be	staked	out	and	limited.	The	limitation	of	the
field	is	done	by	borders	as	the	enclosure	of	the	English	field	in	the	17th	century
was	done	with	hedges.	The	same	diaper	grid	which	distributes	the	repeat	serves
the	making	of	the	border,	although	in	some	exceptions,	a	different	system	of
diaper	can	regulate	the	border.	Attention	should	be	paid	by	the	designer	that	the
field	does	not	“invade”	the		border.	[10]	This	is	best	effected	by	having	multiple
borders	to	contain	the	dynamics	of	the	fields.	Several	small	borders	with	simple
ornaments	such	as	the	dot,	the	“x”	or	simple	frets	can	set	off	the	principal	border
to	great	effect.	Plate	XXIII	of	the	Grammar	shows	Pompeian	borders	in	the	full
variety	of	their	rhythmic	groupings.	While	the	field	is	fundamentally	geometric
in	its	operation,	the	border	is	basically	algebraic.	These	ornaments	may	be
simple,	such	as	in	ABAB	or	AbAb,	or	complex,	more	highly	developed	and
sophisticated,	such	as	in	AbCbA.	Besides	the	conventionalized	floral	patterns
based	on	algebraic	rhythms	are	the	more	abstract	and	geometrical	patterns	which
form	borders	to	the	field.	The	parent	stem	which	becomes	the	arabesque	in	the
field	is	transformed	into	the	continuous	stem	in	the	border.	The	Greek	fret,	and
its	more	advanced	relation,	the	interlace	ornament	of	the	Celts	and	Moors,
exemplify	the	perfectly	abstract	border	ornament	based	on	complex	geometries.
The	tricky	part	of	the	border	occurs	where	a	special	ornament	may	need	to	be
invented	to	turn	the	corner	of	the	vertical	and	horizontal	elements	of	the	border
design.	It	remains	to	be	added	that	Modernists	are	as	opposed	to	borders	as	they
are	opposed	to	ornament	in	general,	but	this	should	not	discourage	the	Post-
Modernist	in	his	or	her	search	for	a	more	humane	and	articulate	kind	of	design.
Field	theory	in	the	Grammar,	with
its	conventionalized	ornament	based	upon	nature	and	the	principles	of
ornamental	design	throughout	history,	has	a	very	subtle	and	civilizing	purpose.	I
would	like	to	point	out	the	two	most	important	propositions	in	the	Grammar:
	propositions	3	and	4.	These	both	deal	with	repose,	which	is	both	an	ancient
metaphysic	and	a	modern	aesthetic.	In	its	fullness,	it	is	a	way	of	life	essential	for
civilization.	It	means:	trust,	serenity,	tranquility,	rest,	revitalization,	peace	and
much	more	that	cannot	be	put	into	words,	much	more	which	is	only	accessible
by	the	language	of	ornament.	Repose	is,	above	all,	a	spiritual	condition	as
evidenced	in	the	Pentatuch,	the	Psalms	of	David,	in	Isaiah	and	in	the	New
Testament.	Repose	also	permeates	Blake’s	“Jerusalem”	and	the	architecture	of
Frank	Lloyd	Wright.	In	our	modern	scientific,	compartmentalized	and
specialized	age,	there	seems	little	room	for	the	supernatural	and	the	spiritual.
With	the	Church	bound	by	history	and	of		more	interest	to	sociology	than	to	the
true	believer,	we	have	lost	our	ability	to	synthesize	the	relationship	between	the
Creator,	as	Jones	puts	it,	and	Creation.	We	cannot,	it	seems,	get	beyond	our
senses;	we	are	not	free	by	any	connotation	save	a	political	slogan	if	we	are
slaves	to	ourselves,	as	Coleridge	realized.	Repose	is	the	fundamental	aesthetic
and	metaphysic	of	ornament,	the	crown	of	glory	which	wisdom	bestows	on	those
who	believe	(Proverbs	4:9).	The	function	of	field	theory	is	to	generate	the
conditions	of	ornament	essential	to	repose.	The	repeat	ornament	of	the
Grammar,	the	grid	for	its	distribution,	the	border	to	containing	the	field,	all
simple	elements	replicated	in	rhythm	and	harmony,	and	a	sure	sense	of	color	are
all	that	the	designer	in	the	Post-Modern	studio	needs	to	create	the	vital	language
of	repose.	For	ornament	is	the	romance	of	the	spirit.
Liz	Manicatide,	“Ornamental	Border	Study,”	gouache,	1984,	School	of	Architecture,	Yale
University.	©	Yale	University.
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